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The most popular models in our weigh pan 
washer range are the CW13 EX and the PW56. 
Both have been specially designed for the 
food industry where the highest standards of 
cleanliness are essential.

The CW 13 EX is a compact unit ideal for 
mounting in restricted mezzanine areas and 
operates with a double tier design and easy load 
trolley system.

The PW56 is a versatile, batch type weigh head 
pan washer. The PW56 will accommodate one 
wash trolley up to 800mm wide x 1800mm high 
x 800mm long that houses up to 56 weigh pan 
heads per cycle. One wash cycle is typically 10-
30 minutes, depending on the level of soiling.

Benefi ts:

Hygienic design complies with all UK and 
EU standards, and all are CE assessed 
and certifi ed

Cost effi cient, dependable and effective 
washing capabilities, an effective tool in 
allergen control and cross contamination

Compact footprint where space is at a 
premium, even on mezzanine fl oors

Robust, streamline design with excellent 
access to all areas for ease of maintenance 
and cleaning

Can also be utilised for change parts
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Stainless steel T304/316 construction

Digitally controlled electric or steam
heating available

Electronic water level control with built in low level 
protection for pumps and heating systems
(where applicable)

Left or right handed versions

Fresh water after rinse recovered to wash tank

Fully programmable wash and rinse cycles with simple 
programme selection for operator convenience

Stainless steel control panel to IP66 standard 

Stainless steel pump, fi lters and jet system

Options:

A variety of load carrying accessories to 
facilitate easy movement and washing 
of components
85 °C hot rinse 
Detergent and sanitiser dosing systems 
to suit all applications

STANDARD FEATURES

Delivery: Typically 12-14 weeks, subject to production commitments at time of order
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Lockable detergent cage
Extract fan or condensing systems 
available
Security auto door locking system 
Two door dirty to clean
Upgrade fi lter options for micro 
particulates
Flexible tailored service contracts

PW56 CW 13 EX


